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ABOUT SUCTIA

The Systemic University Change
Towards Internationalisation for
Academia (SUCTIA) project is a
three-year initiative approved for
funding under the European
Commission’s Erasmus+ – KA2
Strategic Partnerships for higher
education.

Report on internationalisation of
academic staff in European
Higher Education Institutions -
here;
SUCTIA Manual - here;
Train the trainers sessions online
(here) and in-person (here);
SUCTIA Impact report - here.

The project aims to empower
academic staff by providing them
with knowledge and skills related to
the internationalisation process.
Different intellectual outputs
resulted from this project, namely:

All information on the project and
materials can be found here.
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for this edition, we had a conversation
with the three selected trainers from the
University of Porto, in Portugal, to gather
their feedback from the SUCTIA
experience and their suggestions for the
future. Amélia Veiga, professor of
Education from the Faculty of
Psychology and Educational Sciences,
João Pedro Pêgo who teaches Civil
Engineering Hydraulics and Fernando
Remião, director of the course of
Pharmaceutical Science and professor of
Toxicology.

Amélia had a double role in the SUCTIA
project, as she is both one of the
partners and a trainer in her own
institution. Amélia got involved because
her research interests focus on policies
of higher education internationalization
and globalization. Amelia asked Fernando
to also take part to the project given his
interest in the internationalization of
University of Porto. João Pedro has
always been very much involved in the
internationalization of the University
where he is both the head of the
Teaching and Learning Laboratory and
the Director of all the Erasmus initiatives
in his institution.

What surprised you about the SUCTIA
experience?

All three trainers agreed that they were
surprised by how much work still has to
be done in their university. Amélia was
surprised by the idea that there is the
need to internationalize academics, who,
from her point of view, should be
internationalized by definition. 

Interviewing the trainers from the University of Porto

João Pedro argues that everybody
assumes that internationalization is an
ongoing process, but the lack of a clear
internationalization strategy and a detail
road map hinders the actual
implementation. Fernando realized
through the project, that starting from
himself and extending to the whole
institution, there is a huge gap between
knowing what internationalization means
and acting upon this knowledge. 

What was challenging about the SUCTIA
training?

Amélia felt that writing the manual and
using it during the trainings was very
challenging, because it did not take into
account what the daily life of an academic
looks like. Both João Pedro and Fernando
agreed that the biggest challenge of the
training was to motivate their colleagues
into the training. They had to give a
convincing answer to questions about
what this training would bring to the life
of their colleagues as academics or to
their career progress. In order to balance
the training with the other duties, their
colleagues argued they would have to give
up on something else, potentially more
useful for their career. 

Another challenge they faced was
delivering the internationalization
message to colleagues, for whom having
to teach in English is often perceived as an
added and useless effort, given that on
average only less than 1% of their
students don’t speak Portuguese.



What did you enjoy?

For Amélia and João Pedro, the face-to-
face meeting in Tarragona was for sure
one of the most enjoyable moments of
the project. For João Pedro in particular
experimenting new interesting teaching
techniques as well as the “researcher pie
chart” framework were very valuable. All
three trainers agreed that the lengthy
discussions the three of them had while
conceiving the in-house trainings were
very insightful and allowed them to dig
into crucial aspects of their institution’s
internationalization. 

Future and next steps for those trained in-
house?

João Pedro feels strongly that any activity
without a clear strategy, pre-set goals and
the possibility of a proper recognition upon
achievement of the goals ends up being
dry, empty and ineffective. Both Aéelia and
Ferdinando agree on the need for training
of academics also in the future, but with a
different format. Modules should be
shorter and provide real professional
support for academics. This could be
achieved by focusing each module on a
specific topic such as: teaching,
assessment, research or project writing.


